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Abstract
During a storm in October 2002, wind induced ovalling vibrations were observed on several empty silos of
a closely spaced group of 8 by 5 thin-walled silos in the port of Antwerp (Belgium). To determine realistic
dynamic wind loads and hence clarify the cause of the wind induced ovalling vibrations in the silo group,
2D URANS simulations are performed for 7 angles of incidence between 0◦ and 90◦. The emphasis in this
paper is on the extensive verification and validation of the simulations to ascertain the accuracy of the
numerical results. Subsequent analysis of the fluctuating wind pressures on the silo surfaces shows that
ovalling oscillations of the eigenmodes with three and four circumferential wavelengths will be induced at
the lee side of the silo group, corresponding with the lowest structural eigenfrequencies of the silos and the
pattern of the visually detected vibrations during the 2002 storm.
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1. Introduction and motivation
During a storm in October 2002, ovalling was observed on several empty silos near the corners of a
group of 40 silos in the port of Antwerp (Belgium). Wind induced ovalling vibrations are an aeroelastic
phenomenon where the cross section of the structure deforms as a shell without bending deformation with
respect to the longitudinal axis of symmetry [1]. While realistic information on dynamic wind loads is
increasingly important to improve the design of such flexible structures, it is difficult to obtain reliable
design pressures. Design codes, e.g. Eurocode 1 [2], typically provide only basic quasi-static wind pressures
for a restricted class of structures with a simple geometry. To clarify the cause and the location of the wind
induced ovalling vibrations in the silo group, organized in 5 rows of 8 silos (figure 1), computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations are hence an interesting alternative to more expensive wind tunnel tests or in
situ measurements to determine the transient wind loads on the silo structures.
The observed structural behaviour of the silos during the storm and the ovalling mode shapes and
according natural frequencies of the silos are presented first. The numerical simulations of the turbulent
wind flow, modelled as incompressible (low Mach number) flow, around the Antwerp silo group are the topic
of the third section. After a thorough description of the applied computational procedure, the verification of
the simulations through grid and time step refinement is discussed. Since no experimental data are available
for the present closely spaced group configuration (pitch-to-diameter ratio of 1.05) in a storm regime at post-
critical Reynolds number (Re = 1.24× 107), validation of the simulations is not trivial. First, the numerical
procedure is validated for the better documented case of 2D flow around a single cylinder in post-critical
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Figure 1: Plan view of the silo group with numbering of the invididual silos. Dimensions are given as well as definitions for the
angle of incidence α and the angle θ on the circumference of an individual cylinder.
regime. Subsequently, the even more challenging simulations of the 2D flow around the entire silo group are
also validated qualitatively by assessing similarities with the flow within tube arrays (e.g. heat exchangers)
and the flow around rectangular cylinders. In the last section, the transient pressure distribution on the
silo walls is investigated to verify whether and at which locations in the group pressure fluctuations can
excite the ovalling eigenmodes of the silos. The influence of the angle of incidence α of the wind flow on
these results is investigated while other parameters such as spacing ratio, Reynolds number, etc. are left
unchanged.
2. Observations and structural properties of the silo group
The ovalling mode shapes for the present thin walled empty silos (diameter D = 5.5m and wall thickness
t = 0.07m − 0.10m varying along the height of the silo) have been studied by Dooms et al. [3] and are
referred to by a couple (m,n) where m denotes the half wave number in the axial direction and n is the
number of circumferential waves (figure 2). The lowest natural frequencies fn for these silos are found for
ovalling mode shapes (1, 3) and (1, 4) both at fn = 3.93Hz.
During the storm in October 2002, ovalling was observed on several silos near the lee side corner of
the silo group (i.e. silo 40 and neighbouring silos 24, 32, 38, 39, etc.). The visually detected pattern of
oscillations seems to have excited ovalling mode shapes (1, 3) and (1, 4). Since the specific atmospheric
conditions near the silo group were not monitored during the storm, approximative wind conditions are set
up, based on the location of the group and design wind velocities for storm conditions in Eurocode 1 [2]. A
mean wind velocity v∞ = 31.8m/s is found at half the height of the silos, resulting in a post-critical wind
flow at Reynolds number Re = v∞D/ν = 1.24× 10
7. The global wind direction at the time of ovalling was
at an angle of incidence of approximately α = 30◦ (figure 1).
3. Numerical simulations of the air flow around the silo group
The turbulent air flow around the 8 by 5 silo group is simulated for 7 angles of incidence α between 0◦
and 90◦, leaving other influencing parameters unchanged (e.g. spacing ratio, Reynolds number, etc.). To
ascertain the accuracy of the numerical results, extensive verification and validation have to be performed.
It is first thoroughly verified whether the numerical results are independent of grid size and time step.
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Figure 2: Selected ovalling eigenmodes of a single silo, (a) mode (1, 3) at 3.93 Hz, (b) mode (1, 4) also at 3.93 Hz and (c) mode
(1, 2) at 7.75 Hz [3].
Subsequently, the results should ideally be validated with results from wind tunnel experiments or on site
measurements. Since no experimental data or comparable numerical data are available, other approaches
have to be followed to validate the numerical model. First, the better documented case of 2D flow around a
single cylinder in the post-critical regime is validated using the identical numerical procedure and boundary
conditions as for the entire silo group simulations. Afterwards, a qualitative validation is performed by
comparing the flow phenomena with the geometrically similar flow within tube arrays (e.g. heat exchangers)
and the flow around rectangular cylinders. A distinction is hence implicitly made between vibrations related
to the periodicity of the interstitial flow and vibrations caused by the large vortex structures behind the
entire cylinder bundle.
3.1. Computational procedure
The 2D unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) discretized set of equations is solved in the
Ansys FLUENT software package, using the hybrid shear-stress transport (SST) turbulence model. While
3D flow simulations over complex bodies have become possible in recent years, they remain very expensive
and are therefore limited to moderate Reynolds numbers. On the contrary, 2D simulations are quite feasible,
even for complex geometries and relatively high Reynolds numbers. Moreover, while the flow around the
entire silo group and in its wake is clearly 3D, the smaller scale flow phenomena near the lee side corner silos
are much more 2D. A coupled pressure-based calculation with a second order interpolation of the pressure,
a second order upwind interpolation of momentum, turbulent kinetic energy k and specific dissipation rate
ω is performed, while a second order implicit, unconditionally stable, time stepping method is used.
In the computations, the air density is ρ = 1.25 kg/m
3
and its dynamic viscosity is µ = 1.76× 10−5Pa s.
For the single cylinder simulations, the boundaries of the rectangular computational domain are placed at
distances of 9D from the cylinder center for the inlet and the lateral boundaries and 30D for the outlet
of the domain, with D the diameter of the cylinder. Equivalently, 9Dg and 30Dg are used for the group
configuration, with Dg the projected width of the silo group (figure 1). At the velocity inlet, mean free
stream velocity v∞ = 31.8m/s and reasonably low turbulence intensity Tu = 1% and turbulence length
3
scale l = 1.8m are applied. Imposing higher turbulence intensities in URANS simulations increases the
turbulence viscosity of the incident flow and yields unphysical results, altering for instance corner silo drag
and lift coefficients as shown in respectively figures 3c and 4c for Tu = 10%. For Tu = 0.1% (figures 3a and
4a) and Tu = 1% (figures 3b and 4b), similar time histories of drag and lift coefficients are found and the
incident flow does not act as a numerically much more viscous fluid. This is also reflected quantitatively in
the mean and root mean square (r.m.s.) values of the drag coefficient (Cd resp. Cd,rms, table 1) and lift
coefficient (Cl resp. Cl,rms, table 2). Values for Tu = 0.1% and Tu = 1% are similar while for Tu = 10%,
Cd and Cd,rms are significantly lower for all corner silos and Cl,rms clearly deviates for e.g. silos 8 and 40.
Figure 4 confirms that the mean lift coefficients are predicted rather accurately for Tu = 10% but amplitudes
of fluctuations are clearly underestimated. These observations justify the application of Tu = 1% at the
inlet of the domain for URANS simulations. While the higher turbulence intensities associated with larger
length scales are typically expected in atmospheric boundary layer flows (e.g. values up to Tu = 20% [4]),
these yield unphysical results in the 2D URANS simulations since large turbulence length scales should be
resolved and not modelled. However, in 2D one can not represent these large length scales in a correct way,
so it is better to disregard them since they will not interact with the much smaller scale silo structures. The
outlet boundary is modelled as a pressure outlet with static pressure equal to the reference pressure. At the
lateral boundaries symmetry is imposed. The cylinder walls are considered smooth and no-slip boundary
conditions are applied.
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Figure 3: Time history of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid
black line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for inlet
turbulence intensity (a) Tu = 0.1%, (b) Tu = 1% and (c) Tu = 10%.
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Figure 4: Time history of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid black
line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for inlet turbulence
intensity (a) Tu = 0.1%, (b) Tu = 1% and (c) Tu = 10%.
3.2. Verification of the computational procedure
To guarantee the accuracy of the results, it is required to verify the numerical procedure. Some of the
most important results and conclusions of both grid and time step refinement studies are mentioned in the
following.
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Tu = 0.1% Tu = 1% Tu = 10%
Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms
silo 1 0.371 0.375 0.397 0.402 0.326 0.328
silo 8 0.561 0.570 0.599 0.610 0.471 0.474
silo 33 0.237 0.239 0.218 0.221 0.086 0.089
silo 40 0.229 0.382 0.363 0.560 0.002 0.066
Table 1: Mean value and root mean square value of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for inlet turbulence intensity Tu = 0.1%, Tu = 1% and Tu = 10%.
Tu = 0.1% Tu = 1% Tu = 10%
Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms
silo 1 -0.309 0.322 -0.294 0.311 -0.303 0.307
silo 8 0.259 0.262 0.201 0.207 -0.104 0.105
silo 33 1.392 1.397 1.486 1.493 1.503 1.506
silo 40 -0.012 0.672 -0.126 0.467 0.020 0.096
Table 2: Mean value and root mean square value of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for inlet turbulence intensity Tu = 0.1%, Tu = 1% and Tu = 10%.
3.2.1. Time step refinement
The determination of the time step to be applied in all the simulations is very important since a too
large time step size will yield inaccurate results while an excessively small time step is computationally
inefficient. Several time step refinements were performed for the present simulations. For the two smallest
time steps that were considered, the time history of drag and lift coefficient of the corner silos of the silo
group are shown in figures 5 and 6 while mean and r.m.s. values of drag and lift are given in tables 3 and
4 respectively. It is observed that the results of the simulations with the larger time step ∆t = 0.005 s are
nearly identical to the results of the four times smaller time step ∆t = 0.00125 s. Thus, ∆t = 0.005 s is
applied in all simulations.
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Figure 5: Time history of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid
black line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for time step
size (a) ∆t = 0.00125 s and (b) ∆t = 0.005 s.
∆t = 0.00125 s ∆t = 0.005 s
Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms
silo 1 0.388 0.393 0.397 0.402
silo 8 0.586 0.596 0.599 0.610
silo 33 0.218 0.221 0.218 0.221
silo 40 0.333 0.547 0.363 0.560
Table 3: Mean value and root mean square value of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for time step size ∆t = 0.00125 s and ∆t = 0.005 s.
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Figure 6: Time history of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid
black line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for time step
size (a) ∆t = 0.00125 s and (b) ∆t = 0.005 s.
∆t = 0.00125 s ∆t = 0.005 s
Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms
silo 1 -0.306 0.320 -0.294 0.311
silo 8 0.195 0.201 0.201 0.207
silo 33 1.477 1.483 1.486 1.493
silo 40 -0.118 0.461 -0.126 0.467
Table 4: Mean value and root mean square value of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for time step size ∆t = 0.00125 s and ∆t = 0.005 s.
3.2.2. Grid refinement
Similarly as for the time step refinement, the computational mesh was refined in several stages to de-
termine the optimal mesh resolution. One particular, very important issue in this context is the refinement
of the near-wall region which has an influence on the prediction of the dynamic pressures on the cylinder
surface. A detail of the computational mesh in vicinity of the walls of the cylinders is shown in figure 7. A
structured rectangular grid was generated around each of the cylinders while in the far field, an unstruc-
tured triangular mesh is applied. The grid size in the unstructured mesh in the far field gradually increases
towards the boundaries of the computational domain, where accuracy is less important.
Figure 7: Detail of the computational grid for the 8 by 5 cylinder group in vicinity of the cylinder walls.
Drag and lift coefficients of the corner silos are compared for four levels of near-wall grid refinement
in figures 8 and 9, clearly illustrating the different RANS near-wall modelling techniques. For a constant
number of cells along the circumference of the cylinder surface, the aspect ratio (AR) of the wall-adjacent
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grid cells affects the dimensionless distance to the wall y+ = vτy/ν and the dimensionless velocity v
+, with
vτ =
√
τw/ρ, y the distance to the wall and τw the wall shear stress. For y
+
max = 196 (AR = 25, figures
8a and 9a) and for y+max = 102 (AR = 50, figures 8b and 9b), the first grid point in the near wall region is
located in the log-law region (50 < y+ < 500) and logarithmic wall functions are used to model the boundary
layer. For y+max = 50 (AR = 98, figures 8c and 9c), by contrast, the first grid point is located in the buffer
layer of the boundary layer (5 < y+ < 50). A hybrid technique applying either the log-law wall functions
that are only valid in the log-law region or the linear (laminar) functions that are only applicable in the
viscous sublayer of the boundary layer is then used, yielding inaccurate results. Increasing the aspect ratio
even further to AR = 600 (figures 8d and 9d), the linear behaviour of the laminar viscous sublayer (y+ ≈ 1)
is resolved in the simulation. However, values of y+max = 11 for this very fine near-wall grid are still slightly
too large and hence, not all wall-adjacent cells are in the viscous sublayer. Nevertheless, it can be observed
in figures 8 and 9 that the behaviour of drag and lift are similar in all simulations, except for the case when
the first grid point is located in the buffer layer (y+max = 50) and the near wall flow is modelled inaccurately.
This is confirmed by comparing numerical values for mean and r.m.s. values of drag and lift coefficients in
tables 5 and 6. Especially for the silo at the lee side corner of the group (silo 40), root mean square values
of drag and lift are significantly smaller when the wall adjacent cell is in the buffer layer (y+max = 50). Since
the computational effort for a grid extending into the viscous sublayer for all elements along the wall would
become prohibitively large, the simulations will be performed using the less time consuming wall functions
with the first grid point in the log-law region (y+max = 102).
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Figure 8: Time history of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid
black line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for different
near wall refinements: (a) y+max = 196, AR = 25, (b) y
+
max = 102, AR = 50, (c) y
+
max = 50, AR = 98 and (d) y
+
max = 11,
AR = 600.
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Figure 9: Time history of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group (silo 1 - dashed black line; silo 8 - solid
black line; silo 33 - dashed grey line; silo 40 - solid gray line) with wind flow at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for different
near wall refinements: (a) y+max = 196, AR = 25, (b) y
+
max = 102, AR = 50, (c) y
+
max = 50, AR = 98 and (d) y
+
max = 11,
AR = 600.
3.3. Validation of single cylinder simulations
The Building Block Approach, introduced by the AIAA [5], allows for the validation of a proposed
computational procedure with a simpler sub-system for which experimental data are available. The lack of
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y+max = 196 y
+
max = 102 y
+
max = 50 y
+
max = 11
Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms Cd Cd,rms
silo 1 0.495 0.503 0.397 0.402 0.355 0.356 0.379 0.383
silo 8 0.551 0.561 0.599 0.610 0.429 0.429 0.577 0.587
silo 33 0.271 0.274 0.218 0.221 0.188 0.189 0.298 0.300
silo 40 0.219 0.354 0.363 0.560 -0.002 0.058 0.250 0.426
Table 5: Mean value and root mean square value of drag coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for different near wall refinements: y+max = 196, y
+
max = 102, y
+
max = 50 and y
+
max = 11.
y+max = 196 y
+
max = 102 y
+
max = 50 y
+
max = 11
Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms Cl Cl,rms
silo 1 -0.337 0.355 -0.294 0.311 -0.308 0.310 -0.321 0.333
silo 8 0.128 0.133 0.201 0.207 0.181 0.182 0.193 0.197
silo 33 1.635 1.643 1.486 1.493 1.215 1.216 1.268 1.274
silo 40 0.040 0.365 -0.126 0.467 0.014 0.092 -0.063 0.410
Table 6: Mean value and root mean square value of lift coefficient for the corner silos of the 8 by 5 silo group with wind flow
at angle of incidence α = 30◦ and for different near wall refinements: y+max = 196, y
+
max = 102, y
+
max = 50 and y
+
max = 11.
experimental data for the 8 by 5 silo group makes this approach particularly appealing and the numerical
procedure is validated for the flow around a single cylinder.
The present numerical results are compared with experimental data and results of other (2D and 3D)
numerical simulations. Several parameters are compared: the separation angle θs (figure 10), the pressure
coefficient and the Strouhal number St = fvsL/v∞, with fvs the vortex shedding frequency, v∞ the free
stream velocity of the fluid and L the characteristic length, equal to the diameter D of the cylinder in the
present case. The pressure coefficient Cp(θ, t) along the circumference of a cylinder at a certain time t is
defined as
Cp(θ, t) =
p(θ, t)− p∞
ρv2
∞
/2
(1)
with p∞ the free stream pressure. The time averaged pressure coefficient Cp(θ) is calculated over multiple
vortex shedding periods. The time averaged pressure coefficient for the present, single cylinder simulation
is shown in figure 10 with θs = 116
◦ and St = 0.32.
v∞
θs
Cp
Figure 10: Time averaged pressure coefficient Cp(θ) on the circumference of the cylinder with indication of the free stream
velocity v∞ and the separation angle θs.
Experimental data for high Reynolds number flows around circular cylinders are only scarsely available
in literature, e.g. Shih et al. [6] give experimental pressure coefficients at Re = 0.8 × 107 (figure 11).
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Zdravkovich [7] gives an elaborate overview of experimental results at Reynolds numbers from 0.73× 107 to
3.65 × 107 (figure 11) where separation occurs between θs = 100
◦ and 110◦. For Reynolds numbers larger
than 0.5 × 107, experimental smooth flow data of Zan [8] indicate that the Strouhal number remains at
0.2, whereas Schewe [9] found that it rises to about 0.3 as the Reynolds number approaches a value of 107;
consistent with the tendency of the Strouhal number to rise from 0.2 to 0.3 in the range of Reynolds numbers
between 106 and 107 [7].
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Figure 11: Comparison of the present calculated maximal, minimal (dashed lines) and time averaged pressure coefficients
Cp(θ) (solid line) for the flow around a single cylinder at Re = 1.24 × 107 with experimental results of Zdravkovich [7] for
0.73× 107 ≤ Re ≤ 3.65× 107 (dark grey zone) and Shih et al. [6] at Re = 0.8× 107 (◦).
Several numerical simulations have been reported in the literature for highly turbulent cross flows around
circular cylinders. Younis and Przulj [10] performed 2D URANS simulations at Re = 0.35×107 with different
turbulence models and report a Strouhal number of 0.28 and separation at θs = 120
◦. Travin et al. [11]
applied 3D DES for Reynolds numbers up to 3× 106 and found a Strouhal number 0.35 with separation at
θs = 111
◦.
In view of the considerable scatter on the experimental and numerical data from literature due to
differences in Reynolds number, applied turbulence model, etc., reasonable agreement is found between the
present simulations (St = 0.32, θs = 116
◦) and the data from literature.
3.4. Qualitative validation of silo group simulations
Apart from validating the computational procedure for the single cylinder case, the numerical results
can only be validated qualitatively by comparing the present physical flow phenomena with similar, well
documented flow applications. The flow around bluff, rectangular cylinders is considered to assess the flow
around the silo group while the flow through tube bundles (e.g. in heat exchangers) is compared with the
flow in the interstitial spaces of the group. However, these applications should be considered as a step
towards a better understanding of the physical phenomena dominating the flow around the silo group by
highlighting similarities and discrepancies rather than data the present results should perfectly match.
3.4.1. The flow around the cylinder group
At the transverse corner cylinders of the group (e.g. cylinders 8 and 33 for α = 30◦, see figure 12c),
shear layers in the outer flow are separated while approximately 10% of the flow is forced through the
interstitial spaces in the group. These interstitial flows emerge at the lee side, join up and form several
local recirculation zones in the wake that coalesce as they are carried downstream. One large scale vortex
street is formed in the wake of the entire group, with a flow periodicity depicted by the Strouhal number St
(table 7) with characteristic length L = Dg. For the smallest angles of incidence (α = 0
◦ and 15◦, figures
12a and 12b), it is clear that the emerging interstitial flows on the upper downstream side of the group
(cylinders 33 to 40) are joined up and dragged downstream without forming local recirculation zones, due
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Figure 12: Velocity streamlines and vorticity contours (coloured) of the flow around the 8 by 5 cylinder group for an angle of
incidence (a) α = 0◦ at t = 80.0 s, (b) α = 15◦ at t = 82.5 s, and (c) α = 30◦ at t = 77.0 s.
to the proximity of the separated shear layer. The same applies for the highest angles of incidence (α = 75◦
and 90◦), where no such recirculation zones can be formed on the lower side of the group (cylinders 8 to 40).
The flow around the group as a whole resembles the behaviour of a single bluff body in cross flow,
similarly to what Kareem et al. [12] observed for two closely spaced cylinders in tandem arrangement.
Comparison with experimental data of the flow around a bluff rectangular cylinder in cross flow might hence
be useful to assess the influence of porosity and rounded corners of the present 8 by 5 silo group. However, no
experimental data are available in literature for the present high Reynolds number. Knisely [13] performed
experiments for a rectangular cylinder (L/B = 1.67) in cross flow, but at much lower Reynolds number
(1.2× 104 ≤ Re ≤ 2.4× 104). He found significantly lower Strouhal numbers (due to differences in Reynolds
number and the rounded corners of the silo group), but also a sudden fall in Strouhal numbers for very
small and very high angles of incidence (α → 0◦ and α → 90◦) when the separated shear layer reattaches
to the cylinder surface. Since the emerging interstitial flows at the downstream side of the present group
prevent the shear layer from reattaching, no such decrease of Strouhal numbers is observed in the present
simulations.
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α [◦] 0 15 30 45 60 75 90
Dg [m] 28.7 38.4 45.9 50.6 52.3 50.7 46.1
fvs [Hz] 0.31 0.24 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.20
St 0.28 0.29 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.29 0.29
Table 7: Strouhal frequencies (fvs) and Strouhal numbers (St) as a function of the angle of incidence (α) with respective
projected width of the silo group (Dg).
3.4.2. The interstial flow in the cylinder group
The interstitial spaces of the present group configuration geometrically resemble those of tube bundles,
which have been studied extensively for the design of heat exchangers. This does not imply, however, that
identical physical phenomena will prevail in both cases as there are also important differences: the present
group is limited to only 40 cylinders, the pitch between cylinders is much smaller than in heat exchangers
and only 10% of the flow is passing through the interstitial spaces, while in heat exchangers all incident
flow is forced through the interstitial spaces. A short account on differences and similarities is nevertheless
interesting.
Tube bundles are typically divided in two categories [14]: the in-line category where cylinders are arranged
in square or rectangle arrays and the interstitial flow is mostly straight through the arrays, and the staggered
category where cylinders are arranged in rotated square or triangle arrays and the flow is forced along wavy
paths. The in-line, square configuration could apply to the cases with α = 0◦ and α = 90◦ for the cylinder
group while for all other angles of incidence the staggered, rotated square arrangement would be applicable.
As shown in figure 13, this is not always the case.
No straight flow pattern for α = 0◦ (figure 13a) and α = 90◦ is found. For in-line tube bundles, the
presence of the subsequent row prevents the transitional eddies to form and roll-up and the eddies are carried
away between the tubes by the jet-like interstitial flow [15]. The present cylinders are too closely packed and
these eddies are believed to partially or completely disappear in the distorted flow. Instead, the interstitial
flow is not separated from the cylinder wall and follows a wavy path through the array, deflecting the flow
up- and downward to the sides of the group, following the shortest path from the high pressures at the
leading side of the group to the lower pressures at the lee side of the group. For other angles of incidence,
interstitial flows resemble the wavy interstitial flow pattern of staggered tube bundles [14], e.g. for α = 30◦
(figure 13c). However, for α = 15◦ (figure 13b) and α = 60◦ (not shown), the regular wavy pattern is
interrupted at arbitrary points in the array. Due to a fluctuating separation point on the cylinder surface
at these locations, small recirculation zones are formed for α = 15◦ and even local vortex shedding arises
inside the interstitial spaces for α = 60◦. These irregularities result in higher frequency components of the
pressures in the interstitial spaces at respectively 2Hz and 6Hz.
4. Wind induced ovalling vibrations
Pressure distributions on the walls of the cylinders indicate whether wind induced vibrations of the silos
can be excited. Both time averaged and fluctuating pressures should be considered seperately since they
respectively provide an indication of the static and the dynamic deformations of the silo shell. The silos on
the transverse upstream corners of the group where the shear layer is separated (e.g. cylinders 1 and 33 for
α = 0◦, figure 12a, or cylinders 8 and 33 for α = 30◦, figure 12c) are subject to the largest static pressures for
all angles of incident flow. The statically deformed silos at these locations may also be subject to observable
rigid body motions due to the larger fluctuating drag forces (in two dimensions) at these corners. These
vibrations are, however, fundamentally different from the observed ovalling shell vibrations of the silos.
Ovalling vibrations are triggered by the fluctuating pressures on the cylinder wall. Therefore, fluctuating
pressure coefficients are determined as follows:
C
′
p(θ, t) = Cp(θ, t)− Cp(θ) (2)
To investigate the contribution of these fluctuating pressures in the excitation of the eigenmodes of the silos,
the pressure coefficients are harmonically decomposed into a series of cosine functions with circumferential
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Figure 13: Detail of velocity streamlines and vorticity contours (coloured) for the interstitial space in the 8 by 5 cylinder group
for an angle of incidence (a) α = 0◦ at t = 78.5 s, (b) α = 15◦ at t = 77.0 s, and (c) α = 30◦ at t = 79.0 s.
wavenumber n, corresponding to the ovalling mode shapes of the axisymmetric structure (figure 2):
C
′
p(θ, t) =
∞∑
n=0
C
′n
p (t)cos(nθ + φn) (3)
The time history of the fluctuating pressure amplitudes C
′n
p (t) is transformed to the frequency domain by
means of a FFT algorithm afterwards, yielding C
′n
p (f). Wavenumber-frequency spectra of these amplitudes
C
′n
p (f) for an angle of incidence α = 30
◦ are shown in figure 14 for all cylinders.
It is observed that the contribution in the spectrum of the pressure fluctuations on the cylinder sur-
faces increases when moving downstream to the lee side of the group. At the same time, it is clear that
the frequency contribution rapidly decreases as wavenumber n and frequency f increase, corresponding to
measured wind spectra with typically low frequency components. This indicates that only structural mode
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shapes with low natural frequencies fn and a limited circumferential wavenumber n can possibly be excited
by the dynamic wind pressures.
The wavenumber-frequency spectra C
′n
p (f) at the upstream part of the group are dominated by low
frequency contributions including the large vortex shedding in the wake of the group (table 7). However,
following the wind towards the lee side of the group, irregularities appear, growing onwards to cylinder 40.
In this part of the group, two clear higher frequency peaks can be observed between 3Hz and 4Hz and
also at approximately 6.5Hz. Taking into account the corresponding circumferential wavenumbers n on the
vertical axis, it is concluded that the eigenmodes of the silos with three and four circumferential wavelengths
(1, 3) and (1, 4) (figure 2), both at fn = 3.93Hz, might be excited by the dynamic wind pressures. Since the
higher excitation frequency does not coincide exactly with any of the natural frequencies of the silos, higher
eigenmode vibrations will always be less important.
For other angles of incidence, a similar analysis was performed and the peaks in the frequency range
between 3Hz and 4Hz are also found. This confirms that the eigenmodes with the lowest eigenfrequencies,
i.e. modes (1, 3) and (1, 4) (figure 2), will most likely be excited on the silos near the lee side corner of
the silo group, depending on the angle of incidence of the wind. This also corresponds with the observed
pattern of ovalling vibrations with three and four circumferential wavelengths on several silos near the lee
side corner of the silo group in Antwerp during the 2002 storm.
Although it was shown that ovalling vibrations may be excited at the lee side corner silos of the group
by linking the excitation by pressure fluctuations on the silo surfaces to the structural eigenmodes, the
underlying mechanism inducing these vibrations has not yet been determined. It is generally accepted that
there are three distinct mechanisms leading to vibrations in tube arrays [16, 17]. Firstly, forces can arise
due to coincidence of a structural natural frequency with the vortex shedding frequency in the tube wake.
Secondly, fluid-elastic instability (FEI) is based on self-excited forces which are caused by the interaction
between tube motion and fluid flow [14]. Finally, turbulent buffeting forces arise due to turbulent fluctuations
of the flow pressure, as a response to flow turbulence, either initiated upstream or induced within the array
itself [16].
Considering the large difference between the natural ovalling frequencies (fn, figure 2) and the vortex
shedding frequencies (fvs, table 7), resonance effects can be excluded as a mechanism inducing ovalling
vibrations in the silo group. Although periodicities in the interstitial flow may be very different from
classical vortex shedding (e.g. for α = 15◦), these do not seem to be related to ovalling either for two
distinct reasons. Firstly, they occur throughout the entire group whereas ovalling is only observed on the
corner silos and secondly, the higher frequencies of these interstitial periodicities do not coincide with any
natural frequency of the silos. Hence, the ovalling vibrations seem to be caused by the unsteadiness in the
flow but not due to vortex shedding, since other mechanisms as FEI and turbulent buffeting cannot be
confirmed or excluded by this study. Further research is required to give a decisive explanation on these
phenomena.
5. Conclusions
In order to elucidate the occurence of ovalling oscillations on the empty corner silos of a 8 by 5 silo
group in the port of Antwerp, the post-critical flow around this closely spaced cylinder group was simulated
numerically. 2D URANS simulations for the entire group were performed for 7 angles of incidence α between
0◦ and 90◦.
For the verification of the computational procedure, various simulations have been performed, assessing
inlet turbulence parameters, grid and time step refinement. It was found that imposing high turbulence
intensities and similarly turbulence length scales at the inlet of the computational domain yields unphysical
results in the URANS simulations. Validation was first performed for the better documented case of a single
cylinder in cross flow. Afterwards, the simulations are also qualitatively validated by comparing the present
flow with geometrically similar flows. While the rounded corners and the porosity of the silo group have an
important influence, the flow regime around the group shows similarities with the fluid flow around bluff
rectangular cylinders. Approximately 10% of the incident flow penetrates the group and emerges at the lee
side, preventing the shear layer from reattaching at very low and high angles of incidence.
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To verify whether ovalling vibrations can be excited, the transient pressure distributions on the silo
surfaces in the group are linked to the dynamic structural properties of the silos. For all angles of incidence
α, fluctuating pressures on the silos near the lee side corner of the group are seen to most likely excite
the structural ovalling eigenmodes with three and four circumferential wavelengths, corresponding to the
lowest natural frequencies of the silos. This observation is in agreement with the visually detected ovalling
vibrations with three and four circumferential wavelengths of the silos near the lee side corner of the group
in Antwerp during the 2002 storm. The ovalling vibrations seem to be caused by the unsteadiness in the
flow while resonance with the vortex shedding frequency in separate tube wakes or the entire group wake
can be excluded.
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Figure 14: Wavenumber-frequency spectra of the amplitude C
′
n
p (f) for angle of incidence α = 30
◦.
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